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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."
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Once the domain of children, comic books have become
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SEE C0111CS, PAGE l

Staff Reporter

President Lou Hencken received
an honorary rcsolurion &om the
Faculty Senate meeting Tuesday.
Everyone applauded as A.sscge
HaileMarriam, chair of fa.culty
senate, banded the president his
resolution framed in black.
John Stimac, faculty senate
recorder, first read the resolution
aloud. It rccogniud Hcnckcn's
·outstanding service," "widcrange of administrative positions•
and •unwavering dedication to
Eastern Illinois University and its
srudcnts."
Hencken said he apprcciarcd
the plaque and added, ·rm not
finished. There arc more thinp I
want to do.•
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As part of an idea for unconventional teaching strategy, art professor Robert P.eterson will give a lecture
at 8 p.m. in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on how to read a graphic novel.

•y also look for a cast that will look good
together and work well together in ensemble
scenes.
The actor who takes on the role of Dracula
must be able to bring across that Dracula is a
monster as well as a human being. Cox said.
Rchcarsals arc going to be four to five nights
a week until the show swts.
The play will run the last two wcckcnds in
October, including Halloween weekend.
On Friday, Saturday and Monday it will take
place at 8 p.m. followed by a matinee at 2 p.m.
on Sunday.
The story of Dracula and its underlining
theme is the concept of the undead "and the
way people deal with death, dying, and eternity
is torment," Cox said.
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City Reporter

The Charleston Alley Theatre will sink its
fangs into its next play, "Dracula."
The theater will hold auditions today for the
scary play from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Charleston
Alley Theatre, 718 Monroe Avenue. The
auditions arc open to the public.
"When I hold auditions, I look for actors
and accrcsscs who arc willing to try new things
and are open to suggestions," Tony Cox, the
production director at Charleston Alley Theauc,
.
said.
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Doudna 50 percent
complete; fences will
soon come down

City theater sets up for 'Dracula'
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Serious Stuff
Words arc not the only way to
tell a story.
'Tm always interested in how
pictures rcll stories," said art
professor Roben Petersen.
Petersen noticed graphic novels
or comic books arc a phenomenon
while teaching his non-western fine
ans class.
He researched them and learned
that the art of graphic novels is a
popular topic in Japan, and he
decided to look funhcr at what was
happening with comic books in the
United States.
Petersen said a graphic novd
is both "a comic book that needs
a bookmark" and a "culrural
phenomenon."
Petersen will give a lcaurc tided
EIU Uncovered, which is designed
for teachers to choose a topic they
would like to speak about that
they would not normally in the
classroom and that might be of
interest to srudcnts.
EIU Uncovered is an event
where srudents can come out
and sec professors beyond the
classroom, said Melissa Schaefer,
University Board vice chair.
Each speaker chis semester will
talk about different subjects and
Petersen's lecture, tided •How to
Read a Graphic Novel,• will focus
on two comics, and Pcrcrscn will
give pointers on how to approach
a graphic novel.
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The play itself is fairly close to Bram Stoker's
novel, "Dracula."
"le is a very creepy adaptation of the novel,
and I hope the audience leaves the theater
looking over their shoulders to be aware of
those 'crcarures of the night,' which we will be
exploring," Cox said.
Cox decided co dirccc this play because he
has loved horror movies and sraying up late
watching them ever since he was a child.
When attending Eastern, he spcnc coundcss
hows in the Theater Arts Department and
took directing, voice and technical theatre
classes.
Cox has directed a variety of plays at
the Charleston Alley Theatre, ranging from
mdodramas co musicals to dramas.
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After the senate honored
Hencken, the presidents' council
updated the senate on construction,
academics and fururc plans.
Eastern is currently working on
$5 million in construction projects,
said Jeff Cooley, vice president for
business affairs.
Although construction on
campus has gotten in the way of
some srudcnts, Cooley said 50
percent of the Doudna Fine Arts
Center is complete.
The center needs $7.5 million
in order to provide equipment and
furnirurc for the 240 square fooc
interior.
According to Cooley, Eastern
has received $6 million and is
working on acquiring the last $1.5
million in funding.
Srudents can also expect co walk
freely through the south end of the
Booth Library within a month, be
said.
"We arc going co get these
fences down as soon as possible,"
Cooley said.
Eastern jusc received $673,000
in funds from the stacc of Illinois,
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n Despite a sold game agailst the U
of I, spedal teams coach Justil Lustig
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"I chink it is somethjng definitely comic "Mouse" and Marjane
out of the box," Schaefer said of the Satrapi's comic "Persepolis" would
lecture copk.
play a role in his lecture.
Although similar in length,
"Mouse" is about the holocaust
reading a graphic novel is different and "Persepolis" won a Puliu.er
Prize.
than an ordinary novel.
Reading a graphic novel, which
Petersen thinks that his lecrure
can be completed in one rught, will be of interest co many students
Petersen said it is very different after talking to a librarian at the
from reading a novel and many Booth Library.
"I know it's a very popular
people read them coo fast.
"It should be like watching subject in school," Petersen said.
a play," he said, adding that the
He says he knows chis because
reader should scan back and forth while working with the library to
between the words and pictures of expand the graphic novel selection
he was told, that it is the single most
the comic.
To avoid spoiling his lecture, used secrion in the library.
Petersen did not want to give away
Petersen was prepared long
coo much information, but he before he knew he was going co give
menrioned that An Spicgelman's the lecture - he went back about

l 00 years' worth of researching che
progress of graphic novels.
He has always had an interest in
art and theater and graphic novels
only add co the mixture. Currently,
Petersen is a book on the history of
narrative an.
Just like Petersen has expanded
his knowledge in the area of comic
books, he hopes co do the same for
students.
"I hope to get people who haven't
really explored graphic novels," he
said of the lecture.
The lecture is at 8 p.m. today, in
the Marcin Luther King Jr. Union
Universiry Ballroom.
Held by Universiry Board, the
lecture is the first of four this fall
semester.
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and hopes to receive more in 2007, he added.
Dan Nadler, vice president for srudenr affairs, also
spoke about academics thus far.
"We are off to a great start in terms of an academic
year," Nadler said.
One of the major enhancements chis year was
PROWi, an orientation program that received an
increase of student volunteers, he said.
Faculry Fellows also added to a successful beginning,
Nadler said.
Sixty faculry volunteers were assigned to different
resident halls to create interaction between the faculty
and students by irutiating conversation and helping
with luggage, he said. Hencken added that a mom said

o0--··-••••-·•~•0•000••0ENsportsdeslc@gmail,com

she had worried about move-in day for months, but in
the end it wenr very well, which Hencken jokingly said
he would cake credit for.
"When people sec you (faculty) outside of the class,
they are more willing to talk to you," Hencken said.
The meeting ended with Hencken discussing his
plans for the future.
"Ex-presidents arc meant to be seen, not heard,"
Hencken said.
However, Hencken plans on conrinuing to teach,
with a possible Foundations course, he said.
Hencken said he and his wife debated on moving
for several years, but then realized "all his friends are
here."
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10 a.m.-2 p.m. University Union Ballrooms

Live music

with Caleb Cook

Pantherpalooza funding up for a vote
St•dent Senate will
wote on legislation
totaling $673.ZS
., Matt Hopf
The Srudenc Senate will vote on
the spending of $673.25 today at
its second meeting.
Senate Bill 06.07.01 would
allocace $605 for Pantherpalooza,

which takes place Sept. 13.
Pantherpalooza
is
srudent
governmenc's fuse big evenc of the
year. The money allocation will
be spcnc on food for srudents,
advcnising, and gift cards, which
will be used as prizes.
More than $200 is left over from
First Night, which was held on
August 20. Speaker of the Senate
Kcnc Ohms said the bill should
be approved because it is berrer
co "approve money before (the

Student Government) spends it."
The second bill, 06-07·02 will
help pay for costs relating co the
Studenc Senate's orientation. The
senate requests $68.25 in funds.
"This will pay for pizza when we
had our orientation," Ohms said.
Orientation
for
student
government was held on August
27. The Srudenc Senate will also
move for a resolution to send
Eastern football head coach Bob
Spoo a card co wish him a full and

expedient recovery.
In other business, che student
senate will also voce on whether
co approve Katie O'Grady as
the srudcnc body cicy council
reprcscn cativc. Then members of
the executive board and committee
chairs will make repons.
The meeting will take place
at 7:00 p.m. today in the Arcola/
Tuscola Room on the third Boor
of the Marcin Luther King, Jr.
Universicy Union.

ca•pas
TODAY
A Oreamweaver follow-up session to
help anyone who has further questions
about Dreamweaver.
n.. I 9a.m.
l.ocatkHI I CATS Training Lab, McAfee
1214
Men Im I 581-8396
Textbook P.ental Service will be selling
discarded textbooks.
Time I 9a.m.
loutlon I Textbook Rental Service
More Im I 581-3626
Agraduate forum and award
presentation for Communication
Disorders & Sciences majors
will be held
r... I 1 p.m.
locatlom I Buzzard Auditorium
More l•fo I 581-2712

lllde THiii Raisi•t Epbrows
i• ICHltHra VenlOllt towll
11 BRATILEBORO, Vt. · Nudity isn't
new here. Usually it bares itself in
more subtle places than a downtown
parking lot, though. This summer, a
group of teenagers has disrobed near
restaurants, bookstores and galleries,
igniting a debate about whether this
bohemian southern Vermont town
should ban a practice that has been
tolerated until now.
wBrattleboro tends to be a laidback town and pretty accepting of
the unusual, but this is really pushing
limits," said Police Chief John Martin.
"It's clearly to outrage people, it's
clearly rebelliousness," he said.
By most accounts, the stripping
started on a whim in early summer
when a young woman sat naked on a
llY &IAllEC I THE DAILY EASTlll IEWS
park bench. Martin said.
Daniell Steibel, a junior English major and orientation office worker, scrubs the paint off the windows in the bridge lounge Tuesday afternoon at the
Then another woman started taking
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. President Lou Hencken has future plans to replace the window with etched glass.
her shirt off downtown. Amusic festival
promoting nudity and rebelliousness
set up in May in a downtown parking
lot and attracted nude hula hoopers,
Martin said.
Last month, a hatt dozen young
people bared their bodies in the lot,
by new carpet and a refinished scage.
DANIEL
NADLER
I
'Student's living room' is
VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
Nadler also decided to change chc entrance encircled by the backs of bookstores,
available to both campus and
doors co the Grand Ballroom, giving a greater coffee shops and restaurants. They say
they're just exercising their rights.
transparency to both rooms.
Charleston residents
"It's just an act of freedom," said
Before the remodel, there were six doors, cwo
"It came at the right time
19-year.old Adhi Palar. "We're just
By hitlya lo•br
single on the f.u- ends and two double in the
doing so because we can." Palar and
middle that gained entry into che Ballroom.
Staff Correspondent
to show our appreciation
Nadler has decided to cake the rwo single the others "do not consider nakedness
to the alumni who have
doors out and put in frosted glass with the to be innately sexual or rude and it
The Alumni Lounge in the Srudenc Union is
shouldn't be confined to that," he said.
Eastern Illinois logo in the cencer.
most ofrcn overlooked.
donated so much money
All the bare skin has raised
"I felt that the doors were unnecessary and
Located on the second floor next co the Grand
into this institution and
not used very often, so with the installation of eyebrows, even in a town that has
Ballroom, "it is a place where srudcnts should
feel welcome and come to make a connection,"
the glass it gave the room a classier and dressed seen clothing-optional swimming holes,
whom have given us our
streakers and an event known as
according to Vice President for Studenc Affairs
up look," Nadler said.
wonderful clock tower."
Although there is still not an available figure "Breast Fest," which featured women
Daniel Nadler.
Once a dreary room with 12-year-old carpet
of how much the rcnovarion cost, none of the parading topless.
and old blue drapes, the lounge has been
money for the lounge or ballroom came from
renovated co give a more inviting fed ro anyone
scare funding OT tuition dollars.
- The Associated Press
'The money came from renting out the rooms.
who uses ic.
srudcnr groups, it is also used by the Charleston
communicy.
Nadler and Deputy Director for the Union
lhe ballroom and lounge projects were finished
Weddings can be held there on the weekend,
Cathy Englekcs are very excited about the
particularly quickly, starring Aug. l and ending
COMMENTS I CORRECTIONS I
renovation and the new feel of rhc Alumni
Aug. 12.
the YMCA has utilized both rooms and che
EVENTS
Lounge.
Chamber dinners arc also held here.
"Dr. Nadler has been especially encouraging
To report any errors, local events or
about the entire task and he is very supportive,"
"It (the renovation) came at the right time to
"We arc concinuing ro search around the
general suggestions for future editions
Englekcs said.
show our appreciation to the alwnni who have
building to make it more attractive to students,
please contact our news editor, Sarall
While being very inviting and comfonable,
and I'd like to make the Alumni Lounge known donated so much money into this instirution
ftitHy, via:
the renovation also gives an overall classy feel to
and whom have given us our wonderful clock
as 'the student's living room,"' said Nadler.
the Grand Ballroom and Eastern Illinois, Nadler
tower,'° Nadler said.
·
Phone I 511·7M2,
While the room is primarily used for srudcnc
The Grand Ballroom has also been improved
E-mail I DEla1W1tl•li@1• Iii.com
ai&irs such as Greek Week and by other
said.
. Office visit I 1111 ~ 11111.
'•.'

Ballroom, lounge get brand new look
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ISSUE I SIU should respect
media's infor mation request

. FREE INFO

FOR All

~oI think
PltHTY of guy'
are with Me
wheri I so.y..•

7he Southern Illinoisan, the daily
newspaper in Carbondale, is in a fight
with Southern Illinois Universicy over
the Freedom oflnformation Act.
The newspaper wants access to the
concracts for prominent universicy
officials from 2001 co 2006. The school,
specifically universicy president Glenn
Posbard, does not want to give chem up.
Well, too bad.
The Freedom of Information Ace
gives the public access to virtually
any document (electronic or physical)
produced by the government, which
includes public universities.
We in the media tend co gee the
most mileage out of the ace, but literally
anyone should have access to these
records, including the contracts of a
president of a public univcrsicy.
The reason is simple: conrraets arc
paid for by public money raised by
taxes, and we, as a public, have a right to
know exactly what we are paying for.
Now the law is clashing with state
P:~~acy ~aws, saying that a person's
~onal ihf6rmaiion contamed in the
concraccs may be protected.
That will be for chc courts co
decide, bur we believe char freedom of
information should win.
While we sympathize with the
desire for a right co privacy, keeping the
governmenr accountable is the glue that
keeps all rights together.

YOUR VIEW

Fences ARE Beautiful
I couldn't help but notice the August
23rd editorial of President H enckcn's
remarks to the First Night crowd last
year with exasperacion ar the wricer's cake
on Hencken's description of progress on
camp us.
One definirion of construction
is "something fashioned or devised
systematically." As with any srudent's plan
co graduate or a career plan, a University
campus must have a sy~temacic and welltboughc-ouc plan as well.
A plan for growth, a plan for
improvement, and a plan for (ga~p!)
construction. I for one am happy that
Eastern Illinois Universicy has a plan for
campus construction, including the new
Alumni Quad, the scare-of-the-art Doudna
Fine Arts Center, and other projects

School spirit should be year-round

ISSUE I Students are fortunate
to have experienced professors

WISDOM PREVAILS
Youth has never been old, buc age
always used to be young.
This interesting dynamic has been
causing confusion and contention
between the ages for years. Ir's usually
known as the "generation gap."
However, we at 7he Daily Eastern
Newr applaud that gap and appreciate
chc rime age rakes our of its day to pass
on a lirde experience co those of us just
starting out in life.
Does this mean that today's professors
are our of touch wirh students?
Absolurdy not. The world is just as crazy
and mixed up as ic has ever been.
The generation thac bear stagflation,
Vietnam and Comm unism surely has
a few things to reach us about the
wealth gap, Iraq and Islamic exrremism.
The issues of executive privilege and
the need for state secrecy really were
sercled decades ago, if only we cared to
remember.
When a srudcnt sics in a classroom
and wonders how anyone over 30 could
ever have something relevant co say about
their life, rhey need ro remember chac
the professor has sar on the other end of
lecrures just like that one. The student
cannot say the same.

These editorials is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the opinions editor at
. ~ ,·, ~lfo9i'"°"89. .u~..f"i
•• ;; •• • "' ' . ,.,,. , .... .. . -.....

• .. 'F.tJ

I LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

School spirit should be in season all year.
How many srudcnts reading chis right now
can sing the school's figh t song? How many
of you know any of the words ro the Alma
Macer? How many of you roughly 12,000
srudents arc going co go ro the Panther
football games that arc free?
This weekend I saw more people ac the
Illinois game for Eastern than were at any
game lase season when we won the OVC
title outright. I saw all of these 'Panther fans'
and when the Marching Illini played OUR
fight song, very few people knew the words.
Maybe ic was because, as tradition seems
co indicate with our scudcnts at athletic
events, they were coo drunk to know what
the band was playing. I am disappointed
chat our students were willing co pay at the
very lease $24 and crave! 45 mil~ co see our
team, when they won't go to a game here in
C harleston that is free.
I did predict that Illinois would win that
game and people here questioned my school
loyalcy.
They questioned me, one of very few
scudents who knows the school fight song
and Alma Mater, who goes co as many
sporting events as I can and who goes early
to the women's basketball games and cheers
chem on when I could just skip it and show

FEATURED BLOGGER

around campus. I would hope chat the
current studenrs haven't soon forgorcen
their predecessors who waited through a
few long years of conscruccion on the new
Booth Library in the heart of campus. Nor
only was walking from the north and south
ends of campus a challenge during chis
construction, bur so was finding library
materials and a quiet place co srudy. But, as
all students before us, we made it work. As
will you.
Finally. fences arc beautiful. Fences mean
progress and change for the better. Perhaps
you'll never see the finished product as a
student at Eastern, but l guarantee that each
project will be something you will be proud
of when you visit as an alumnus of this great
instirution.

Alison Mormino I

Cass of 2002

up jusr before the men's game and srill gee
front row scats. I ask you, where is your
school loyalcy? Where will you be when
the first volleyball game is played here?
Where will you be sirring when they throw
our the first pitch at our fuse home softball
game? D id we as a student body support
the football team against Illinois because it
was in our school loyalcy or because it was
popular?
I enjoyed the Illinois foocball game
because I envy the I Block and the Orange
Krush for Illini basketball. le does nor have
co be like chis. There is still plency of time
co change the way we support our athletics.
Go co the fall, winter and spring sporting
events. Do nor just be an Eastern fan when
it is convenient. After you tailgate, acrually
go into che game and noc the next cool
house party down the street. The athletic
department is doing ics part co make ic free
and easy for you, why nor recurn the favor
and go co cheer on the teams.

A.J. Martin

I senior political science major

SEND US YOUR OPINIONS
E·••il I DENopinion@gmail.com

Mail I 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920
Fu I 217.581.2923

I ADAM TESTA
"Mor~I of story: know that the Better Business
Bureau is there to be a tool for research, action and
information. Learn it. Know it. Use it."

Biogs can be found on the Daily Eastern News'
Web site at www.dennews.com

1•......,.,,. .......

Same sex
marriage at
polls again
Earlier this year, Wisconsin's state
assembly passed an amendment co ban
same-sex marriage, putting ic on the
cusp of being the latesc of the increasing
number of stares to officially sanction
discrimination. The issue will be one of
many voted on by the general pubuc in
the upcoming November elections.
Now, a more rational person
might point co the division berween
rural and urban thought and the face
that Wisconsin's basic makeup lends
itself heavily to the rural end of the
intellectual spectrum. A more rational
person might also, at chis point, refrain
from pointing out the similarities
between Wisconsin's makeup and chat of
our own great state. Back co the point,
chis aforementioned embodiment of
level-headedness would continue on co
point out rhar the GOP's majoricy in
both the state House and Senate bears
out the original point.
Furthermore, he or she would
magnanimously continue, whenever the
general public of Wisconsin has gone co
a vote in recent years, they have more
often than nor voted Democrat. The
lase two presidential elections, for one
thing, have both seen Wisconsin singing
the figurative, and perhaps literal, blues.
Also. both senators from Wisconsin arc
Democrats.
No need co panic, the voice would
say in comforting tones while hands
made reassuring gcsrures.
l, however, being of a nature
altogether too panicky co ever be
considered racional, would respond in
outraged desperation for action.
Action! Now! Batten down the
hatch~! Man the walls! Release chc
hounds! Somebody do somerhing!
I would say that Wisconsin only
went to Kerry by a margin of .4% in
2004. l would say tbac Oregon also
voted for Kerry in 2004, but passed
an amendment co ban same-sex
marriage in the same election 57-43.
I would also say thac a recent phone
poll of likely Wisconsin voters has the
amendment passing 48-40 with 12
percent undecided. Funhcrmore, of the
Democrats who were polled, 52 percenr
favored the amendment.
I would even venture co say, with
these things in mind, treating chis
issue as one between the GOP and the
Democrats is erroneous. It becomes
fairly obvious, even ro the untrained,
irrational mind, chat chis issue musr
be boiled down to an issue of religion
versus secularism. As this does happen
to be a Christian nation, a minoricy's
rights arc once again being trampled by
the majoricy whose reasoning for said
trampling boils down to "God says ic's
bad" with an occasional "gay sex is icky"
thrown into the mix.
On some levels, the rational person
may be righr. There may be no need to
panic, no need co overreact. After all, the
issue is getting attention. Awareness is
rising. In a few years, we'll all probably
look back wondering how this could
ever have been an issue. But then,
maybe Massachusetts came roo soon;
maybe our parents and grandparents,
uncles and aunts, weren't ready for this
kind of change. Maybe it's up to chis
generation co shake off chose oh-sorcmpcing constraints of apathy and gee
up. Ger acting. Get
moving. Now.

Jacob Foster

Jacob Rister is a junior English major. He can
be reached at DENopinion@eiu.edu.
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Burl Ives featured in exhibit at Tarble
Nationalist singer and actor
honored at campus art center
BJ Kristina Peters
Activrties Reporter

The singing, grandfacher-like snowman
from "Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer"
was an Eascern student.
Singer and actor Bwl Ives was born June
14, 1909, in Jasper Councy, and he enrolled
at Eastern lllinois Scace Teacher's College in
1927.
He wanted to become a football coach.
Bue Ives only spent three years on campus.
He left in 1930 to pursue a career as a singer.
During che 1930s and 1940s, when Ives
was traveling as a folk singer, he and other
anises were adding nationalism to their
works.
Also known as Americanism, nationalism
means showing a patriotic spirit through fine
arcs.
The Tarble Arcs Center's exhibit "Burl Ives
and the American Scene" shows an at che time
Americanism was prevalent with a lichograph
of Ives and other works that show America
through the great depression years.
"Burl Ives started his career collecting and
singing folk songs at the times these were
taken," said Tarble Director Michael Wates of
the pieces of art.
The exhibit will be shown until Sept. 24
to complement the Embarras Valley Film
Festival and Symposium on Bwl Ives, which
is Sepe. 20 through che 23.
The film festival will show two of Ives'
1958 films, "The Big Country" ar 2 p.m.
Sept. 20 and "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" at 7
p.m. the same day.
Ives received an Oscar for his supporting
actor role in "The Big Country."
Although Ives never finished his years at
Eastern, he received an Honorary Doctor of
Humane Leners degree in 1985.
Later in 1988 the Bwl Ives Art Studio was
completed. Ives later died on April 14, 1995.
The Tarble exhibit remembers Ives and the
time period during which he was a popular
anise.

The exhibit also shows how American arc

began to illustrate what was going on in the
world.
People and their work and problems were
common themes to art and Jvcs' folk songs,
Wans said.
Wriccrs, playwrighcs, visual artiscs and
many ochers were concerned about art forms
that represented America.
Five categories, which are country, leisure,

JAY 'RAllEC I THE DAILY WTDI IEWS
"Girl at Window" and other works by artist Raphael Soyer and other artists in the Burl Ives exhibit are on display at the Tarble Arts center.

cicy, work and people are represented in
the exhibit. The works of arcs are done in a
European scyle.
"This (art style) was ovcishadowed by
modernism," Wates said. "It's kind of like
politics coday. lc's not really black and white."
Wates said that it was not black and white
because there were many shapes, scyles and
artiscs during these years.
Grant Wood, Thomas Hart Benton and
John Stuart arc some of the well-known
rcgionalisc artiscs shown in chc Ives exhibit.
Benton (1889 to 1975) completed the
Ives lithograph, which h<! called the "Hymn
Singer," in 1950 after a visit with Ives.
During that visit, Ives sang some southern
hymns that inspired Benton to do chc
portrait.
Benton's work appears often in the exhibit
including "Night Firing" of 1943, which was
lent to TarbJe by Eastern faculty.
Ruth Hoberman and husband Richard

Sylvia, boch professors in the English
department, decided to donace four pieces
when chey beard about the exhibit.
Hoberman inherited chc pieces from her
mocher and remembered seeing two of chem
hanging on the walls while growing up.
''What I like about chem is they are
associated with appreciation for ordinary
people," she said.
Two of the ocher pieces lent by the English
professors, "Ac the Dressmakers" of 1940 and
"Birthday Party" of 1944, were created by
Lily Harmon (1912 - 1998).
Harmon had a connection to Hoberman's
family after Harmon's sister briefly married
Hoberman's great uncle.
The lithographs probably are not worth
much, but they have much meaning,
Hoberman said.
The other piece Hoberman and Sylvia
donated was "Rain" from 1945 by George
Schreiber (1904 to 1977).

Works by artist Lynn Trank (1918 co
2004) is also shown, and Trank was once a
professor at Eastern.
Trank was an art teacher from 1952 until
he retired in 1984.
Trank was also an artist and collector ofarr
and his "Self Pomait," complered in 1945, is
shown at che exhibit.
Some of chc works shown were acquired
when Trank was at Eastern, and he made sure
they were in good shape.
"He was very active in making sure these
princs were preserved," Wans said.
The prints were purchased in the 1940s
and 1950s when the Paul Sargent gallery was
a part of the Eastern art department.
"The art faculcy was in tercsted in collecting
arcs that chey could use in class," Watts said
adding that they arc still being used for
education.
"There was a faculty member over yesterday
(Tuesday) caking notes," Wans said.

Minority Today
is looking for new staff writers, photographers,
and designers for the 2006-2007 school year

Come to an informational meeting:

7 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 6
Conference Room, Student Publications
1811 Buzzard Hall
Any and all are welcome...
for more information, contact Jennifer Ether@ 581-2812

W'\VILL ROGERS

f t 1·800-FANOANGO

C~P.l.ESTOll
1556#

:JO.

SHOWllMES FOR SEl"T S-7
PlRA'.I1'8 OFTBE CARIBBEAN (PG JJ)
DAILY6:30
MIAMI VlCE (ll) DAILY 7:00
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CAMPUS

I RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION

Contestants fall for campus leaders' lies
RHA revives old tradition for
second year with gameshow
BJ Jalie Morss
Staff Correspondent

AJlll l'IB..LIEJG I THE DAILY WTED IEWS
Lindsey Kirk, a sophomore speech pathology major, laughs Tuesday while
answering questions from EIU Celebrity Squares host Eric Dusanek, a sophomore
English and history major.

Mark Hudson, director of Housing and
Dining, was caught lying yesterday afternoon.
He was participating in the Residence Hall
Association's "EIU Celebrity Squares" event, which
is the Eastern version of "Hollywood Squares."
Two contestants for each of the three rounds
were selected from the attendees. They played for
three $20 gift cards from the Union Bookstore
and Wal-Mart.
To play the game, contestants picked a campus
celebrity - a familiar campus personality; the
celebrity was then asked a quesrion by the hose.
Celebrities had the corrccc answers in front
of them but were encouraged to either give the
correct answer or outlandishly lie.
Contestants then had co either agree or disagree
with the answer.
Host Erik Dusanek asked Hudson a question:
In the movie "Pulp Fiction," whac time were the
clocks in the movie set co?
Hudson answered: "Everybody knows it's
4:40."
The contestant called his bluff. The correct
answer was 4:20.
The event was a past cradition that RHA
revived last year.
This is the second the event that took place.

Jokes from the panelist would throw off the
contestant's sense of who was telling the truth.
Dao Nadler, vice president for student affairs,
was asked, "What's Wilma Flincstone's maiden
name," by Dusanek.
Nadler replied with a joke: "I read the book on
Wilma, it's Blackstone."
The contestant sdected from the crowd called
his bluff. The correct answer is: Slaghooplc.
President Carrie Mueller remembered how
many U.S. presidencs there are by tdling an
anecdote of learning the names through a song
from middle school. The sclecred conccsrant
agreed, leading her to win the square.
Other celebrity contestancs in the squares
included Mona Davenport, director of minority
affairs; Erin Morettes, Panhellenic Council
president; Sean Anderson, srudenr body president;
Thomas Battle, president of the Black Student
Union and other leaders from different campus
organizations.
In the second round, the contestant from
Taylor Hall took the win.
The last round started with the two contestants
rock-paper-scissoring to see who would go first;
they tied three times.
1h.is seemed a premonition of the round, which
almost resulted in a tie.
Eleven questions were asked; the two
contestants - one from Andrews Hall the other
from Taylor Hall - were tied at four O's and X's.
The last question was: Who is the only president
not married?
Battle's answer of "George W. Bush, the first
one," gave the resident from Andrews Hall the
win.
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eastern illinois university

SepUtnk4 1

EIU Spirit Day
11am-1pm Wellness Sooth: Sutvival of the Fittest 11am·1pm I Am EIU: Spirit Booth
South Quad Gazebo
Library Quad Gazebo

o

12pm-1pm Common ?'s about Health Services
Sullivan Room, Union

11am-1pm Scavenger Hunt Sign-up
Ubrary Quad Gazebo

5pm-7pm Community Service Day
Ne1Nman Catholic Center

4pm-4:30pm

6pm-7pm Survival of the Fittest
ColemanHallAudltoriUm

7pm-8pm Sorority Recruitment Information
Gland Ballroom, Univan;ity Un~
Unlvenslty Banroom. Union

Stu~y Abroad Informational

Blair Hall, Room 2107

V

4pm·6pm Bags and You, EIU Tallgallng
6pm Football Va. Indiana State
O'Brien Stadium

-

7pm.8pm Law and Ordering
Lumpkin Hall Room 2030 Lumpkin
'

8pm-9pm UB lecture: EIU Uncovered

Satuccta,, Sep~ 9
12pm-4pm BSU Basketball Tournament
Lawson Basketball Court

.

8pm & 11pm UB Movies: Motorcycle Diaries
Buzzard Hall Auditorium

6:30pm-8pm Resumes: CIS Majors with AITP
Lumpkin Hall, Room 1011
7pm-8:30pm Scavenger Hunt of EIU Folklore
Ubrary Quad Gazebo

9pm-10pm UB Mainstage: Open Mic. Night
Univ81'$1ty Ballroom, Union
1pm-5pm BSU Picnic, Campus Pond Pavilion

~,

Septemkc I

4pm-6pm Women's Soccer Vs Eastern Michigan
Lakeside Field
7:30-8:30pm Shabbat Services
Jewish Community Center, Mattoon

1pm-3pm Women's Soccer Vs. Bowling Green
Lakeside Fleld
3pm..5pm Men's Soccer Vs. Loyola
Lakeside Field

8pm UB MoVles: Motorcycle Dienes
Buzzard Hall Auditorium

9pm-10pm UB Comedy. Lee Camp
7th Street Underground, Union

For More Prowl
Information Vist

10pm-2am BSU Late Night Dance
University Ballroom, University Union

www.eiu.edu/~orient
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I HOMECOMING

Charleston authorizes
parade route closings
CURT BUESCHER I
DIRECTOR OF PUBLlC WORKS

BJ Rob Siebert
Gty repol'ter

The Charleston City Council authorized the
closing oflocal screers Tuesday for the upcoming
parade season.
For
the
Charleston
High
School
Homecoming parade on Sept. 21, 16ch Street
will be closed through Harrison Avenue as will
portions of Sixth and Seventh streets.
During Eascern's Homecoming parade on
Oct. 21, Roosevelt Avenue will be closed, as
wilJ portions of Grant Avenue and Hayes Street
through Seventh and Ninth srreers. Areas of
Sixth and Seventh streets will also be blocked
off.
For Jefferson Elementary's Halloween parade
on Oct 31, Eighth Street will be closed between
Monroe and Jefferson streets, as will all four
roads surrounding the Charleston courthouse.
The Council also approved Motor Fuel
Tax funds for the widening and resurfacing of
Division Street from Scace Avenue to Harrison
Avenue.
Cure Buescher, director of Public Works,
noted that Second Street, Polk Avenue
and Division Street will be closed during
conscruction.
Buescher said he hopes the roads will be open
again by Dec. 1.

"We won't have Division completely done
this yea:i," he said. "But we're hoping to have at
lease one coat of asphalt down."
The company Supcrpave was awarded the
bid for the overlaying of asphalt on Harrison
Avenue from Route 130 to Route 16.
The Council also signed an agreement
with Consolidated Services, Inc. to widen and
resurface Fourth Street from Madison Avenue
co Polk Avenue.
As the meeting adjourned, Mayor John
Inyart and Councilwoman Lorelei Sims issued
a special welcome back to the Eastern srudcnts
who were present.

JAY CiRABlEC I THE DAILY EASTEBll NEWS
Curt Buescher, Charleston Director of Public Works, discusses the street work with
the Charleston city hall on Tuesday evening. Buescher plans to have the Division
street project open for traffic by December 1, but it will not be complete until spring.

'Underground' hangout opens today
By Matt Hopf

"He was heavily involved and
made sure everyone was on task,"
said Mark Bates, graduate assistant
Srudents will have a new place in the Union.
co hang out today, thanks to the
Bares was also involved in the
official re-opening of 7th Street planning of the cybcr lounge. He
Underground.
kept crack of orders and made sure
New this year is the new Cyber that everything marched the theme
Lounge, which is oucfoced with of the lounge.
"All of [Burger's] and student
couches, computers, bean bag chairs
and three fiat screen TVs.
government's ideas got put into
The open house will begin today play," said current srudenr body
ar 12:00 p.m.
president Sean Anderson.
"There will be a shore formal
Two professors helped with the
program and ribbon cutting for design of the lounge. Professor Jean
the lounge," said Dan Nadler, vice Dilworth of Family and Consumer
president of smdent a.ffiUrs.
Sciences and Phil Age of the School
The development was a joint of Technology were consulted for
effort between student affairs, the overalJ look of che lounge,
the faculty, and the students said especially color selection.
Dilworth and Age looked at
Nadler.
Refreshments will also be everything in the design from the
served.
carpeting co the furniture.
"We
took
the
Student
One of the main proponents of
the cyber lounge was former student Government ideas and made sure
the colors didn't dash, so they set
body president Ryan Berger.
Staff Reporter

Work for your high school yearbook?

WE WAN'l' YOU'!

the mood," Age said. "The colors
give the lounge a relaxing feeling.~
Dilworth said, "We picked colors
that wiU have a greater duration."
Dilworth actually had her Public
Presentations class help in the design
as a class project.
"They gave suggestions on color
and design of what to put down
there," she said.
Anderson expects to do more
with the cybec lounge, especially
with artwork.
He also mentioned that srudenr
governmenr might work with
the art department to have an art
competition every semester, with
the winning pieces displayed in the
lounge.
"Ir all depends on how many
srudenrs use the lounge," Anderson
said.
Withour
adequare
srudenc
response to the lounge, srudem
affairs will nor have reason co devote
more funds for it, he said.

VVriters, photographers,designers
Join us for an
Informational meeting
for Ea.stern's yearbook, The VVarbler
6pm Thursday, Aug. 24

upstairs journalism conference room
2522 Buzzard
Contact editor
Nikki Sprehe
881-2818

open to anyone interested in being on
staff,

no experience necessary

U¥latty's

University *
FALL
Bowu•a Lu;.Es
*Union

Double Cheeseburger w/Fries $3 .49
*'Big Bottles*
*Tropical Pitchers*
;*Sex on the Beach Shots*
$2 .00

BOWL/Nii
LANES

0PEN@1J

Wednesdays at

1Jt

Poteete
Property
Rentals

Owner/Manager
Gale Poteete

Mon 9:00 p.m. Coed 4per team
Wed ~ p.m. Peterson Point • lnrlvidual*
Thurs 5:00 p.m. Coed Doubles
USBC Sanctioned

Phone*
581-7457

Leagues Start Monday September I I th
Cost: $4.00 per person
$1 .00 shoe Rental
~!!KS®lili)~ ~@IJOrilf2 and mt!JfillJX9~

*

Check us out on the web:
www.poteeterentals.com

Fri and Sot Nights

Or

Call: (217)345-5088
Houses and Apartments Certified by the City of Charteston!

*

Extreme Cosmic
Bowling

* *

m
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Strike clears Detroit classrooms
The Associated Press

•

for sat

help wante

The New Rockome is hiring

AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2

waiters and \va1tres5eS for its

penon Central air, w/d, garage.

newly

No pets

renovated

restaurant.

345-7286

www

Applications are available at

1w1l11amsrentals.com

the Rockome office or on-line

~~~~~~~-00

at www.rockome.com. Return

EXCELLENT

applications in person-Monday

LEASE & RENT NEGOTIABLE.

through Friday, April 10-14.

5

Cill (217) 268-4106.

new!

LOCATION.

bedroom

house.

All

refrigerator, central ail, fumance.

Help

Low utilities. Trash included.

Receptionist-

M-F 4pm-7pm Sat 9am-noon.

Call 345-6967

Computer skills required, good

~~~~~~~-00

people and

Communication

New Four Bedroom Apartments.

skills. Experienced Tumbling

Extremely Close to Cimpus.

and

Across

Cill

Trampoline
Mattoon

Gymna~tics

Coach.

Academy

of

and Dance. Phone

235-1080
_ _ __ _ _ 918

DETROIT Detroit Public
Schools officials canceled classes until
further notice Tuesday, the eighth day
of a teachers strike.
It was supposed to have been me
first day of school for the dimicr's
130,000 students. But students
returning from summer vacation were
greeted by teachers on picket lines
instead of in classrooms.

from

Furnished.

Lantz.

Call
Rates.

Apartmen~

245-3353.

I AARON McGRUDER
P<m.K BXKAllONAL FAC1U1lES SOOI AS
ll!IS ARE ll!E
<ORNERSTONE OF ll!E

1NS1TTUllONAL1ZB>
RACISM 1"AT
CONllNOES 10 OPPRESS
MCI( PEOPlE. NOT
ONLY WIU I RERJSE 10
SO<.Wl->8 10 YOUR
VRAINWASHING - I

Fully

Today

Lowered

BOONDOCKS

for

Grantview

WIU llEOl<AlE MY'SElF
10 ll!E MNTIJAL
E!.IMINA1lON OF llllS
- ABOMINAllON 10 1ll£ HIGH
N

-~~~~~~-00

Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3

lost & foun

arrorneys to order 9,500 members of
the Detroit Federation of Teachers to
end their strike and return to work.
Instead, she scheduled more hearings
Thwsday to hear testimony from
both sides and evaluate the district's
motion. At issue is a 1994 scare law
that bars strikes by public employees.
Jerome Watson, an arromey for the
district, said that law is "crystal clear"
in mandating an immediate return-towork order.

Washer/Dryer, stove,

~~~~~~~~00

Wanted.

The decision ro cancel classes came
after Wayne County Circuit Judge
Susan Borman ordered that both
sides rerurn to the bargaining table
Wednesday morning.
"I don't think anyone disputes the
facts that it's difficult co have the kind
of learning you wane co go on when
you don't have a full complement of
teachers," district spolresman Lekan
Ogumoyinbo said.
Borman denied a request by district

BR Apts. available fcx second
seme--.ter. Call 345-6000.

Lost: Movie related VHS tape.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

To retrieve tape go to Old Main

6 bedroom house close to

Room 2010.

campus, 3 bathrooms, 2 living

Lost: One Gold Earing. Go to

rooms, Large Kitchen.

2010

refrigerator, washer and dryer.

in

Old Main to retrieve

Stove,

this item.

Available for the 06-07 school

Lose Pair of Black Reading

year for more info www.

glasses. Go to Records Office in

poteeterentals.com or 217-345-

Old Main Rm. 1220.

5088

'

~

Roommate

NON SEQUITUR

~Kl" ~ot-1\~\~

\E-c.,µ.
WPfbR\...
~

\ 1"11'-l\<. '(Ol)
N~\O()O

po.~~\..\..

----~~~- 00

roommate
needed.

Fully

5 bedroom house on 6th
Street, 2 bath, Large bedrooms
completely

remodeled

new

furnished 3 bedroom apt. Lg.

carpet.

kitchen

Enclosed back porch and dining

pakring

available.

stove,

refrigerator.

Laundry room largebedrooms,

room. Available for the 06-07

close to campus. 815-252-6542
_ _ _..,...._ __ _ 9/11

school year for more info www.
poteeterentals.com or 217-345-

Roommate for awesome house,

5088

lhe~Uarkllaaet
81

Crossword

ACROSS

huge kitchen, 2 living rooms,

~~-~~~~-00

1 Listing

2 bathrooms, laundry, parking,

SAVE

8 Where

bedroom

REMODELED HOUSE- LARGE

with

thermostat.

$300/month. (630)865-7419.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9112

MONEY-NEWLY

ROOMS, STORAGE SPACE
NEXT
TO
UNMRSITY.
PARKING

AVAILABLE.348-

8406
-~~~~~~-00

Sublc..'Ssor needed for 1 Bedroom

FOR RENT -Parking spaces 1523

Apt. Available for spring 07.

3rd St. $25.00 per/mo.345-

$265 month, water paid. Cill

5048

348-6787
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12 "

~---~~~~00

751

6TH

ST.

1

BDRM

APARTMENT AVAILABLE. NO

for sat

PETS

WATER AND TRASH

PAID. 348-8305
Pillow top Queen Size Matress
Set. Still in plastic. Cost S 900
sell at $195. Cill 217-649·
1015.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/6

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1430

1/2

9TH ST.

AFFORDABLE.

4

VERY
BDRM

UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 1 1/2
BATHS. OFF STREET PARKING.

f•'

I WILEY MILLER

forren

NO PETS 348-8305

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

2 BR Apartment on the square.
Parti.1lly iumished Water and
trash paid. Lease. Cill 345-

campus clips

4336.

LIFESKILLS

-~~~--~-9/8

•survival of the Fitt~t" presented

WORKSHOP:

Park Place Apartments: 1 unit

by

available 1mmediatly call for

tonight at 6pm in Coleman Hall

details. Contact Jen 348-1479

Auditorium.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/6

~~~~~~~-00

the

Counseling

Center

ballplayers wear
gray, with "the"
10 Nae-sayer?
14 Wish granter
15 Just beat
16 Chemical
defense
17 With 38- and
60-Across, what
the man caught
taking a dip in
the reservoir
said
20

LAX stat.

21 Vietnam War
locale
22 Pattern for a 10Across
23 Strike back, say
25 Scrapes

26 Writer/editor
Brown
28 Batters' needs
32 Pile up
34 Cartoon bear
35 Luau souvenir
38 See 17-Across
42 Bring into play
43 Audio effect
44 "The People's
Court" prop
45 Some
Louisianans
48 SoufMs do it
49 Very, in music
52 Auspices
54 Where
stevedores toil
56 Witty Bombeck
ST _polloi
60 See 17·Across
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63 Biblical
preposition
84 Wine valley
85 Krupa portrayer
in a 1959 film
86 Table expander
87 Boomers' kids

68 Unsettled
feeling
DOWN

1 "The Morning
Watch" author
2 Send a

message to,
these days
3 Personified
4 Lucy of

"Charlie's
Angels" films
5 Inventor Nikola
6 Channel surfer's 27 Radio Jock Don

45 Name preceder
on an envelope
29 Disinfectant
46
Swab target
brand
47 Teamster's rig
8 Of yore
30 Cry of mock
49 Worth no stars
surprise
9 Nimble-fingered
so
Distinguish
31
Cackleberry
10 Smug looks
oneself
33 lin star sporter 51 Year-end temp
11 Desert flora
35 Giving in
12 Poseidon's
53 Beta follower
abundance
place
55 MP3 download
36 Frosty's coals
13 Gulls' kin
56 Armchair
37 Marooning spot
18 For one
athlete's aid
58 1ill stack
39 Air hero
19 Observing
Ramadan
59 Croce's •_ a
40 Le Due_.
Name"
1973 Peace
24 Steinbeck title
co-Nobelist
starter
81 Comic Charlotte
21 Off-limits: Var.
82 lowest val.
41 Mysofe garb
need
7 Pindar works

Companies
bid for right
to supply
power 1n '07
The Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD - An auction
for che right to supply eleccricity
co Illinois utilities began Tuesday
despite claims by che anorney
general and a consumer group chat
che process violaces the law.
In
a
process
that could
Providers
rake up co
say
JO
days,
companies
electric
willing co
rates will
sell power

b e ga n
bidding
to provide
energy co
ComEd
andAmeren

C o r p .

increase
ZO to 35
percent
for state
clients.

beginning
h i s
January.
Thar's when a l 0-ycar-old law
deregulating the industry expires,
along with pric.e concrols.
Both utilities have acknowledged
chat electric rates will increase - as
much as 20 percent for 3.7 million
customers in Chicago and across
northern Illinois and up co 35
percent for 1.2 million Ameren
clients in central and southern
Illinois.
ln part, that's because prices
have been frozen for a decade, they
say.
"Power now is more expensive
than it was 10 years ago," said
Erica Abbect, spokeswoman for
Sc. Louis-based Ameren.
1he bidding procedure is
what's called a "reverse auction,"
which stares with a high price for
power that is reduced until onJy
one bidder remains who wants
to supply the needed amowlt of
energy at chat race.
Despite higher prices, consumers
will benefit, utilities say.
"The auction will provide our
customers wich the lowest available
market price for clecrricity," said
ComEd spokeswoman Judy Rader.
Attorney General Lisa Madigan
believes the auction shouldn't occur
because che 1997 law anticipated
that viable competitors would
develop during the transition,
allowing customers dissatisfied
with Ameren or ComEd co choose
anocher company.
"The law dearly says chat until
there is retail competition, until
there is a competitor for ComEd
and Ameren in their service areas,
you can't leave people to marketbased rates," said Ben Weinberg.
chief of the attorney general's
public interest division.
"They don't have a choice," he
said.
The issue is pending before an
appellate coun.
David Kolata, executive director
of the Citizens UciJity Board,
said there might noc be time
berwecn now and January for a
court co acc.
"We believe the General
Assembly needs to pick up chis
issue and bring everyone rogecher,
ger off che pach chat we're on and
put together a plan rhat is good for
consumers, not just good for the
big utilities," Kolata said.

STATE

I RYAN SENTENCING

Attorneys plead for mercy
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - A scandal
thac dominated headlines and
politics across Illinois for eight
years arrives ac somerhing
approximating its climax coday
when former Gov. George Ryan
is due co be sentenced to prison.
Deferue arrorneys already
have asked U.S. Disrrlcc Judge
Rebecca R. Pallmeyer for mercy,
saying the 72-ycar-old Ryan
has reached "advanced age" and
anything more than a shore term
could easily be a life sencence.
"It is not necessary to impose
a life sentence co rcAecc the
seriousness of che offense,"
Ryan's attorneys rold Pallmeyer
last week.
h's nor completely dear
that the gruff, husky-voiced

STATE

Republican who was once the
dominant figure at the Statehouse
in Springfield will be going
to prison any time soon, no
matter what sencence Pallmeycr
imposes.
Ryan's auomeys are expecrcd
to ask her to allow him to remain
free on bond pending appeal - a
rariry, bur far from unheard of.
Prosecutors are sure co oppose
such a gesrure and che issue could
go to an appeals panel.
Ryan was convicted April 18
along with businessman-lobbyist
Larry \X'arner of racketeering
co nspiracy, mail &aud and other
charges.
\X'imesscs at the seven-month
crial presented evidence chat
che folksy, white-haired former
pharmacisc
from
downscate
Kankakee doled our big-money

state conuaccs and leases to
Warner and other insiders in
exchange for payoffs ranging
from vacations in Jamaica and
Mexico to a free golf bag.
A large crowd 1s expected for
the sentencing.
Some are guaranteed to be
death-penalty opponents who
still regard Ryan as a hero for
imposing a moratorium on ca pi cal
punishmenr and commuting
the sentence of every death row
prisoner before leaving office.
Rob Warden, head of the
Center on Wrongful Convictions
ac Norchwcsrern
University,
talking with a reporter last week
dismissed the Ryan portrait
prosecutors draw _ a ruchless
machine boss raking in freebies
while basking in the Caribbean
sun.

I CHICAGO FIRE

briefs
Bush defends war strategy
n WASHINGTON Quoting
repeatedly from Osama bin laden,
President Bush said Tuesday that
pulling U.S. troops out of Iraq would
fulfill the terrorist leader's wishes and
propel him into a more powerful global
threat in the mold of Adolf Hitler. With
two months until an Election Day that
hinges largely on national security,
Bush laid out bin Laden's vision in
detail, induding new revelations from
previously unreported documents.
Voters were never more united behind
the president than in the aftermath of
the Sept. 11 attacks, and his speech
was designed to convince Americans
that the threat has not faded five years
later.

t

Mexico president·eled named
» MEXICO OTY - Felipe Calderon
was declared president-elect Tuesday
after two months of uncertainty. but
his ability to rule effectively remained
in doubt with Andres Manuel Lopez
Obrador vowing to lead a parallel
leftist government from the streets.
The unanimous decision by the Federal
Electoral Tribunal rejected allegations of
systematic fraud and awarded Calderon
the pr~
•
41.6 million cast in the July 2 elections
- a margin of 0.56 percent. The ruling
cannot be appealed.

JOSE MOIE I CHICMiO TmlllE
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Chicago firefighters prepare to donate fire alarms to residents near an apartment where a fatal fire
claimed the lives of six children early Sunday.

Classmates mourn children killed
in weekend apartment blaze
The Associated Press

begin che second grade Tuesday, was taken co the
hospital, as was another of rhe couple's chiJdren.

CHICAGO - le should have been one of the
most exciting days of rhe year - the firsc day of
school - but ar Gale Community Academy on the
city's North Side, glum expressions and the lingering
smell of smoke Tuesday spoke of the classmates
missing from che sea of young faces.
Mose students here knew at least one of the
six children, five of them siblings, killed when a
fire swept through their nearby apartmenc early
Sunday. And if they didn't, they couldn'c miss the
scuffed animals, flowers and balloons char lined the
wroughr iron fence outside the gurced residence
just a few doors away.
"They are all very sad, you can tell from their
faces," said Rudy Lubov, the school's principal, as
she clutched phorographs of rwo of the children,
one proudly wearing a red tibbon she'd earned for
good attendance.
"They were very well known," Lubov said. "A loc
of children played with chem."
Killed in the fire were Vanessa Ramirez, 14; Erick
Ramirez, 12; Suzette Ramirez, 10; Idaly Ramirez.
6; and Kevin Ramirez, 3. Friends said the Ramirez
family was baby-sirring rhe sixrh girl who died, 3year-old &carlec Ramos.
Lubov said Vanessa completed eighth grade at
the school lase year. Erick would have been scarcing
seventh grade, Suzette fifth grade and Idaly firsr
grade.
Seven-year-old William Ramirez, who was to

On Tuesday, their conditions were unknown. The
chiJdren's mother was created and released from a
hospital along with a 3-month-old girl.
The Mexican consulate, which is involved
because the parents are originally from Mexico,
has identified the mother as 43-year-old Augusta

'
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Tellez.
The fire deparanenc continued its investigation
Tuesday. Officials believe the blaze was an accident,
apparently started by a candle the family was using
for lighc because the apartment had no cleccriciry.
Fire officials have said there were no smoke
detectors in the apartment, chough Chicago
Alderman Joe Moore said the landlord told him
that there were smoke detectors in the unir when
che family moved in.
On Tuesday, the landlord, Jay Johnson, was ac
the buiJding with city inspecror~ bur declined co
comment.
Ac the children's school, crisis counselors were
going from room to room co talk wich students
about the deadly fire. They found many younger
children hadn't quire grasped what happened.
"They think they're going co see them coming
around rhe corner," said Clara Hayes, who works at
the school co coordinate parent programs.
Some older children didn't wanr to talk abour
~deaths.

"One girl didn'c even want the cameras here,"
said Mike Cederberg, a school counselor.
'
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Tropical storm in open Atlantic
» MIAMI - Tropical Storm Florence
formed Tuesday in the open Atlantic,
becoming the sixth named storm of the
2006 hurricane season, and was likely
to grow. Florence had top sustained
wind near 40 mph, 1 mph over the 39
mph threshold for a tropical storm, and
it was expected to slowly intensify to
hurricane strength, according to the
National Hurricane Center.

Iraq utemds emergency state
» BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq's
parliament reopened Tuesday after a
summer recess and voted to extend
a state of emergency for a month
because of unrelenting sectarian
violence, while the president predicted
bloodshed will be quelled by the end of
next year. The U.S. military announced
the deaths of three more American
servicemen, bringing to 10 the number
of coalition soldiers killed the previous
two days - eight Americans and two
Britons.

Iran head wants liberals out
» TEHRAN, Iran - Iran's hard-line
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad called
Tuesday for a purge of liberal and
secular teachers from the country's
universities, urging students to return
to 1980s-style radicalism. MToday.
students should shout at the president
and ask why fiberal and secular
university lecturers are present in the
universities," the official Islamic Republic
News Agency quoted Ahmadinejad as
saying during a meeting with students.

.
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I TRISHA WALTER

Walter adapts to return to midfield position
Seaior plaJed sopllomore,
junior seaso•s at forward before
returning to originl spot
By Matt Dulels
Sports Editor

BIC HI.JIB I THE llAll.Y WTEll IEWS
Senior midfielder Trisha Walter dribbles the ball down the field against
DePaul on Friday at Lakeside Field. Walter has switched back to
midfield.

Who knows where the Eastern
program might be if senior
midfielder Trisha Walter hadn't
decided to change her major before
she graduated from Alcon Marquecce
High School?
Walter, coming into her fourth
year as a starter for the Panthers
and Eastern's active leader in goals,
assiscs and poincs, was originally
planning to attend the University
of Missouri-Rolla co play soccer and
study engineering.
"I came here because I changed
(my major)," she said. "I knew
some people here already and some
people coming here and it all fit."
fining in is something thac
Walter, now a health studies/
physical therapy major, has done
well at Eastern, both on the soccer
field and off.
"She's very goofy, a wonderful
person and really fun to be around,"
said junior defender and fellow
captain Karisa Brenner.
And she is also someone who
is willing to adapr ro a cWferenr
position on rhe soccer field coming
into her senior year.
Walter, a midfielder in high
school and parr of her freshman
year at Eastern, played the majority
of her sophomore and junior years

IEWE FLOYD I JUNIOR FORWARD

"She ' s the kind of girl that doesn't have
to say a word and will just come out on the
field and just run over people and show you
that's what she expects from you, too."

as a forward.
But wirh rhe graduation of
midfidders Kim Garkie and
Sharyne Connell, Eastern head
coach Tun Nowak knew who could
fill their roles.
Nowak told Walter this past
spring that he was chinking about
moving her back to midfield,
specifically out wide where her
play-making abilities could be a
factor.
Nowak went back and looked ar
Walter's freshman and sophomore
year statistics, seasons where she had
13 goals and 13 assists, and decided
ro make the change.
"Trisha is good at taking people
on," Nowak said. "'When you're our
wide, you find yourself one-on-one
a lot.
"I felt like that's where she could
have the most success, not chat she's
not a good forward because she is a
good forward.
"But for our team to win, she·
needed to play there and I think she
accepted that."
One thing Walter has also
accepted this year is more of a

leadership role on the team.
Being one of four seniors this
year, Walcer knew coming into
this year chat she would have to
lead more because eight seniors
graduated from last year's ccam.
Walter's leadership style comes
more from actions than from
words.
"She's the kind of girl that
doesn't have to say a word and will
just come out on the field and just
run over people and show you that's
what she expects from you too,"
junior forward Kellie Floyd said.
Walter cxpeccs to graduate in
May with a degree in physical
therapy and then attend graduate
school.
'Where is still uncertain, as she is
starting to apply at diffe rent schools
chis semester.
What is certain is the mark she
has left on the program and her
cea.mmates, whether playing in the
midfield or at forward.
"She's adapted co (the position
switch}," Brenner said. "I th.ink it's
a position she plays very well. We're
going co miss her next year."

2003 First Team MConference
2004 2nd Team <NC Team
2004 <:NC All-Tcunament Team
2004 2nd Team Academic AlDistrict V
2005 2nd Team Ac.ademic All-

District v
1th on Career list for Game

~Goals

•

17 Goals

•
•
•

17 Assists
51 Points
60 Shots on goal
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NFL I SEASON PREVIEW

Bears look to advance to playoffs and beyond
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - The defense char carried
chc Chicago Bears to a division title in 2005
bad a major blowout in the playoffs. What
happened co a unit chat yielded the fewest
regular-season points?
For Brian Urlacher, che NFL Defensive
Player of che Year, it rook a long time to gee
a 29-21 loss to Carolina out of his system.
Visions of Steve Smith catching pass after
pass and running all over Soldier Field were
painful.
"I was very disappoinced, man," Urlacher
said. "We played so well all season long, had a
lot of guys gee a lot of honors and then co just
go out there and play chc way we did."
The Bears have been waiting months to
gee rid of the memories of that loss. In a rare
circumstance in the age of free agency and
ream hopping, Chicago rerurns 22 players
who were starters last season. That means
getting back co the playoffs won't be good
enough. Ar least not for Urlacher.

"We've got co gee co rhe playoffs first and
then we'll go from there," Urlacher said. "But
no less than che Super Bowl is what we're
thinking. That's our goal. I chink everyone
will tell you che same thing on chis team, that
we think we can get to che Super Bowl and
win it."

Bue even if the defense is as effective as ic
mostly was a year ago, che offense will have
co pick ic up, especially the passing game that
was raced 31st last season.
Rex Grossman, who's scarred only seven
regular-season games in three seasons because
of C\vo major injuries, struggled at times in
the preseason, prompting calls for che Bears co
turn to veteran Brian Griese. After numerous
quarterback shuffies and a parade of backups
che lase few years, che Bears finally found in
Griese a proven No. 2 who has plenty of NFL
experience as a starter.
Griese will push and be ready, bur the job
is Grossman's as the Bears go inco Sunday's
opener at Green Bay.
Who would carry the ball was another
soap opera for the preseason, one chat,

n Teams
FROM PAGE 12

Panther funs may see che sophomore
from Highland crot on che field in a pressure
situation.
"If we need a long field goal lace in the
game, we will noc hesitate co puc him in the
game ac all," Lustig said.
The Panthers use starters on their kick and
punt return reams, and the coaching staff
says second-guessing chat philosophy after
linebacker Clint Seller's injury is short-sided.
"(Coach Lustig) kept saying on the ride

home that he was sorry for having Clint
out there and he has nothing to apologize
for," said Eastern defensive coordinator Roe
Bellanroni. The Panthers goc this philosophy
from a high-profile Big Ten school.
"We looked ac film of last year's Ohio
Stace team that won chc BigTen and they had
first round picks like A.J. Hawk and Bobby
Carpenter on return teams," Lustig said.
"Teams chat do chat and cake it seriously
usually succeed," Lustig said.

) ovc
FROM PAGE 12

Griffin is in his fuse year with che Racers bur is nor a stranger to the league,
having been a head coach at Tennessee-Marcin for the previous three years.
"We're young, but we got to go play," Griffin said. "We'll go find out
Saturday night at six where we're at."

EKU overcoming injury at linebacker
While much speculation is surrounding che status of Eastern Illinois'
linebacker Clint Sellers' shoulder injury, another linebacker at another
Eastern university is also out with an injury.
Senior linebacker Marcus Mayes of Eastern Kentucky suffered a leg
injury early in preseason camp and has not seen action yec this season.
Mayes earned second-team all-OVC, led chc Colonds in solo cackles
with 50 and scarred all 11 games ar outside linebacker in 2005.
"le will be equal in some ways co us losing Josh Greco," said EKU head
coach Danny Hope when asked about Sellers' injury.
Greco is che leading returning passer in che conference and is on the
Walter Payton watch list, given to the top offensive player in I-M.
Even with Mayes' injury, Hope said Sellers' injury would have a bigger
effect.
"I don't think it would have quire a magnitude on us as it would be
losing chc defensive player of che year," he said.

because of injuries, has worked itself our too.
Thomas Jones, who last season joined Walter
Payton as chc only Bears' backs to eclipse
1,300 yards, won back che starter's job he lost
in che offseason when he skipped voluntary
workouts.
Cedric Benson, the first-round pick in
2005, hurt his shoulder in training camp
practice when he was hie by Urlacher and
Mike Brown, and for a second straight year
did not play a preseason game. Jones also

injured a hamstring strain he goc during
his physical and only played two prescason
games. Jones will start, but it's srill not clear
what Benson's role will be now chat hes nearly
recovered from che shoulder injury.
"We're as strong as we've been," coach
Lovie Smith said of his running backs char
also include Adrian Peterson. "We'll go
from chere. Cedric hasn't played for a while
and we'U see how it plays ouc. We like chat
position co be as srrong as possible."

Ruck
FROM PAGE 12

They thought I couldn't do it because I stop the girls from real contact because they
was a girl. A young, petite girl. Let's just say 1 want co go che cxrra distance for their team.
loved proving chem wrong.
I mean, Ice's face it, anyone who has ever
It's not about what size you are, it's about played basketball knows there is always chat
how much fight you have in you and the look one person who cheap-shots you. Be honest.
in your eyes when you play. After che game How does chat make you fed?
You probably want co gee them back.
Saturday, I asked most of the newcomers bow
Let's not forget crack. The sport of no
they liked the game.
Stephanie Militello's eyes lit up as she concacc.
responded with, "That was so much fun.
Now, I am by no means bringing down
I want to play again. Coach, can we play any of these sports. I know it takes a great
deal of talent, time and effort to be on any of
again?"
I pretty much got che same response these reams.
from all of them. Before the game, Lindsay
I'm jusc crying to explain che fulfillment
Leskanich had a few good words of wisdom.
that I gee from my sport.
"People ask me why I play rugby. I say
I love the play because I feel like I'm on
a whole new playing field of female athletes.
'Why not?"'
Why does any athlete love co play? I'm I love che adrenaline rush chat I get after my
pretty sure the answers vary. I have been fuse hit of the game.
an athlete since my freshman year of high
I love watching Samantha Manto blow
past chc other team for a tty.
school.
However, I always fdt restricted.
I love watching our forwards win a
In volleyball, you only have concact with scrum.
I love watching Lindsay karate kick a girl.
che ball.
So the next time somebody asks you why
Basketball isn't supposed to be a contact
sport.
you love to play so much, just respond with
Bue then there arc fouls. That's probably to a "Why not?"
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Check out the registration tables at Coleman,
Carman, and the Union before noon on Thursday!
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20 Part time Positions available now!
25-30 hours/wk.
Shifts: 9am.-2p.m. Or 4p.m.-9pm
Earn over $10/hour in wages and bonuses

The best job in town for students!
Flexible scheduling
and great experience.
To apply:
Office hours M-F 8a.m.- 9p.m.
700 W. Lincoln, Ste. 500
Charleston
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I PARTICIPATING

Students volunteer and partake in intramurals
check out all the sports.
athletes and non-athletes, took first
Linker said
"It's great," said Kevin Linker,
On Saturday, Sept. 9, the place in the Frisbee League.
the program's director for the past Tnvding Trophy will be presented
"It's pretty cool for athlCtCS
On campus, it would seem to be 13 years. •it's very enjoyable to sec to last year's winners at halftime and non-athletes co get a chance
pretty hard to find athletes, non- so many students participate.•
during Eastcm's Hall of Fame to compete against each other;
athlctes, frat guys, sorority girls and
Linker said students fill other football game against Indiana Pontccore said.
honor students all in one place.
important roles in intramurals State.
Another Eastern swimmer, Zac
But it is not that difficult if besides playing.
The winners were Sigma Pi and Trcnddmann, was on rhc Flip
you check out Eastcrn's intramural
Most of Linker's staff is Alpha Phi in the fraternity and Mode Squad. "It's an cxcclJcnt
sports program.
comprised of students, who hdp sorority division and Taylor and chance for people to be able to
About half the student him budget activities and referee McKinney for the residence halls.
compete and have fun without
populationenrolled at the university games.
Chris Pontceorc, a swimmer for having to be permanently obliged
"I got a great student staff,• he Eastern, plays in rhc intramural to compete; he said.
arc also active participants in the
program.
His
said. "It usually changes from year sports during his off-season. He
teammate
Brandon
Students can sign up for a to year, but it's great."
said he plans to stay in shape and Hudnall agrees. "It's nice to play
team the first week of school and
'Tm always excited about a new stay active.
sports competitively and have fun
competition begins afrcr labor Day, school year and students being
His Ultimate Frisbee team, Flip .without getting psyched-out,•
giving students an opportunity to involved and having a good time," Mode Squad, consisting of other Hudnall said.

ly Sllalle &au
Staff repotter

tripletlareat

FOOTBAU.
When linebacker Oint Sellers was
laying on the field motionless on the
opening kickoff of Saturday's game
at Illinois, players and coaches were
worried about whether he would be able
to walk, much less play football again.
Fortunately, Sellers (above) was able
to walk off the field with the trainers'
assistance.
But not everybody has been that

I SPECIAL TEAMS

Kickers are football players, too
BJ Matthew Stevees
Sports Reporter

luc~

Here are three players' professional
careers that were ended prematurely:
1. Joe Theis•u• - When Lawrence
Taylor and Gary Reasons sacked Theismann
in a Nov. 18, 1985, game, Taylor landed on
Theismann's leg, destroying his tibia and
fibula. It was a break that eventually ended

his career.
Z. Dwe Drwedf - In the sixth inning
of a game against the Montreal Expos in
1989, Oravecky, then pitching for the San
Francisco Giants, wound up, was about to
throw the ball and then snapped his upper
arm bone. Wrth the ball in the stands,
Oravecky's left arm dangled at his side.
Cancer that he ~he had beaten had
relurned and foiced him into retirement.
3...... Utley - The Detroit Lions played
the Los Angeles Rams on Nov. 17, 1991,
in Utley's last football game. The Lions
offensive fineman stepped back to pass
block when a pass rusher jumped up to swat
a pass. He landed on Utley and fractured the
sixth and seventh cervical vertebrae, leaving
Utley paralyzed. His thumbs-up sign, given
while leaving the field on a stretcher, has
been duplicated several times since then.

Marco Santana

Molly Clutter:
In the Ruck
This is a weekly diary by Eastern rugby
player Molly Gutter. The sophomore
outside center is providing The Daily
Eastern News with an inside look at
what it's like being a female athlete.

Why not?
The first thing that my mother
said when I got my scholarship
papers to play rugby was, "What
happens jf you get hurt?"
Well, I was way too pumped to
think about anything else. Even
though I didn't know how co play
rugby, I knew it was the sport for
me.
I mean, come on, what other
sport has physical contact, besides
football, that a girl can play? My
futher, brother and all my friends
knew that I would be perfect for
rugby.
Even coach (Frank) Graziano
knew before I had even touched
a ball. However, some people had
their doubts.
H

SEE lllCI PAGE 10

EllC HILTIB 1T1IE Mill EASTBll IEWS
Sophomore kicker Zach Yates punts the ball during Eastern's game against the University of
Illinois on Sat. evening.

Eastern didn't miss a fidd goal, get a punt
blocked or give up a special teams score but
the staff still wasn't completely satisfied.
"We bad a bunch of missed opportunities
char still bother me," said Eastern special
teams coach Justin Lustig.
However, Lustig said Eastem's kicking
game was comparable to chc lllini's in
Saturday's 42-17 loss.
"With our kicking game, there were
some bright spots and we will build from
there," said Eastern acting bead coach
Mark Huston.
"Especially trying to match the speed
of Illinois in the kicking area," Huston
said.
For che first time in his college career,
sophomore Zach Yates did both the kicking
and punting duties Sarurday and didn't
allow the Illini to obtain a field position
advantage.
The Idaho native, who was named to
the 2005 Ohio Valley Conference AllNcwcomcr Team, hjt a career-long 42-yard
field goal in chc fourth quarter.
"Zach is a true competitor, and his hard
work is starting to pay off on both his kicks
and punts," Lustig said.
Yates also nearly had a 45-yard average
on his five punts, including a 56-yardcr in
the fuse half that Lustig said could've been
of record lcngdi.
"He had a couple that if it goes five yards
to the right, it would've been more like 6070 yards," Lustig said.
Yates was able co down one punt inside
the 20-yard line, one touchback and forced
the Illini offense to go 90, 81, 80 and 83
yards on fow of its scoring drives.
"Except for those little penalties, missed
opportunities and bad luck, I think we
matched up pretty well," Lustig said.
The Panthers used Tyler Wilke only on
kickoffs on Saturday, but Lustig said Panther
H
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Conference opponents also fall to I-A teams
By Matt Daniels
Sports EditOf

Samford, SEMO onlJ conference

teams to win on opening
weekend

Of the nine Ohio Valley
Conference teams to start their
season last week, only cwo emerged
with a win.
Samford beat Miles College
37-7 on Aug. 31 and Southeast
Missouri defeated Austin Peay 3813 on Sept. 2.
Miles is a Division II school out
of Fairfidd, Ala., and Austin Peay is
an independent 1-M team and will
join the OVC next season.

"(Austin Peay) is well-coached.
They're very young and they're
going to play hard," SEMO head
coach Tony Samuel said. "The
talent that is there is young talent."
The competition for Samford
gets harder this weekend, as they
travd to Atlanta to fucc Georgia

Tech.
Thcgamcworked for both reams
as current Yellow Jacket head coach
Chan Gailey coached at Samford
in 1993 and Gailey has a solid
relationship with current Samford
head coach Bill Gray.
Gray said it would be a rough
test for his team, especially coming
off the game with Miles.
"I think the biggest thing we can

try to do is lock (Georgia Tcch's)
locker room before they get out of
it," Gray said.
Besides Eastern Illinois' loss to
Illinois, Eastern Kcnrucky (31-0
loss at Cincinnati), TcnncssccMartin (29-3 loss at Ohio) and
Murray State (47-7 loss at Missouri)
were the other OVC schools to face
a I-A school.

MurraJ, Tennessee State to meet
this weekend for conference
opener

Murray State and Tennessee
State meet this Saturday at LP Fidd
in Nashville, Tenn., in the first
conference game of the season.

Both teams arc coming off
opening-weekend losses, wich TSU
losing 27-20 to Alabama A&M.
"I think ir's a good matchup
for us," Tigcr head coach James
Webster said. "We're very similar in
terms of experience. I think young
players, obviously in chcir program,
have been thrust into playing and
same with ow program."
TSU and Murray arc both
looking to change around iis
programs, as the two finished at the
bottom of the conference.
Murray Seate head coach Matt
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